IBRE: An Incremental Bootstrapping Approach for Chinese Appointment and Dismissal Relation Extraction
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Abstract: In the field of government affairs, Appointment and Dismissal Relation Extraction (ADRE) of officials from personnel news is crucial for updating government knowledge. However, ADRE faces great challenges, including extremely high accuracy demand, lack of data, tuple sparsity and conflict, and requiring incremental update. To address these challenges, we propose an Incremental Bootstrapping approach for Relation Extraction (IBRE) and apply it to real-time updating of personnel knowledge in government-affair Knowledge Graphs. IBRE starts with few seeds and trains with pattern generation, pattern evaluation, tuple prediction and seed augmentation in an iterative and incremental manner. Finally, we augment seeds with corrected tuples and apply incremental learning to continually improve performance with least training cost. We build a dataset called AIDP (Appointment and Dismissal News from People.cn) and compare our approach with baselines. The results show that our approach performs the best. Moreover, experimental results demonstrate that incremental learning continuously improves the performance of IBRE.
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Motivation

Great challenges in Chinese ADRE:

- Extremely high accuracy demand. Government-affair area requires extremely high even 100 percent accuracy. Thus, human intervention is indispensable.
- Lack of data. The official websites such as People.cn only display about 300 news items. As a result, the training data are limited.
- Tuple sparsity and conflict. Most tuples appear only once through all the personnel news documents. Besides, an appointment tuple in one document can be a dismissal tuple in another document, thus causing conflict.
- Incremental update. The official websites periodically publish personnel news, thus training data can be gradually accumulated.

Proposed Approach

For each relation type, IBRE primarily runs the following five steps:

- **Seed selection**: Choose seed documents with seed tuples from labeled data. This strategy can eliminate effects of tuple sparsity and conflict.
- **Pattern generation**: Automatically generate word patterns and POS patterns, which contributes to pattern matching with more comprehensive information.
- **Pattern evaluation**: Evaluate patterns by pattern matching with seed documents and keep only ones as valid that are regarded as being sufficiently reliable.
- **Tuple prediction**: For new documents, predict tuples by pattern matching with the valid patterns chosen before.
- **Seed augmentation**: Evaluate the predicted tuples, and then add the corrected tuples and their corresponding documents into seeds, which can gradually increase recall of RE.

Experimental Results

Dataset:

- We build a new dataset called AIDP. Our AIDP dataset contains 281 documents published between August and November, 2019, and we choose the first 200 as the training set and the rest as the test set.

Approach Comparison:

- Rule-based matching method. Choose tuples co-occurring with keywords.
- Snowball: A bootstrapping method starts with a few seed tuples to learn extracting relations and then use the extracted tuples for training in an iterative manner. Note that Snowball relies on multi-occurrence and consistent tuples.
- IBRE I: An IBRE method which applies word exact matching ignoring all function words and punctuation marks as word similarity matching method.
- IBRE II: An IBRE method which applies word exact matching ignoring all function words and punctuation marks as word similarity matching method.

Ablation Study:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Appointment</th>
<th>Dismissal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>Dismissal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule-based</td>
<td>P(%)</td>
<td>R(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snowball</td>
<td>55.84</td>
<td>60.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRE I</td>
<td>87.70</td>
<td>74.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRE II</td>
<td>89.90</td>
<td>75.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effects of Incremental Learning:

- We present a new bootstrapping approach IBRE to address the great challenges faced in ADRE.
- We build AIDP dataset to compare IBRE with baselines, and experimental results show that IBRE performs the best. IBRE has been applied to real-time updating of personnel knowledge in government-affair KGs.

Conclusion